IS BUSINESS BASICS

IT SOLUTIONS FOR
SUCCESSFUL SMES

Every business needs the right digital solutions to run
efficiently. But if technology is not your core business, it
shouldn’t be your main focus.
Business Basics from Internet Solutions gives you access to high-quality
technology services in one package, delivered and supported by one, reliable
partner.
The standard package comes with Internet access (with guaranteed
availability) and secure cloud backup. You can build on that by adding virtual
machines, cybersecurity, and our Smart Hands configuration service –
whatever your business needs.
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BUILD YOUR OWN
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
PACKAGE
Choose the services you need, now and
tomorrow

ONE TECHNOLOGY BUNDLE,
MANY BUSINESS BENEFITS
Focus on your business and leave the
technology to us

DESIGNED FOR YOUR
BUSINESS AND YOUR
BUDGET
Trust your technology to a reliable
partner
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ONE TECHNOLOGY BUNDLE, MANY BUSINESS
BENEFITS
Focus on your business and leave the technology to us

Choose the services you need
Why shop around for a range of technology solutions when you can
build the package you need with just one service provider?
Internet Access and Cloud Backup come standard with every
Business Basics bundle, giving you the fundamental tools you need to
get connected and keep your business information safe.You also get
FREE 2U co-location space and 1MB of Internet breakout at our
data centre at Ligali Ayorinde, Victoria Island.

Stay connected with Internet Access
As more and more applications move online, reliable connectivity is a
must-have. The IS Internet Access service is therefore a standard
feature of every Business Basics package.
Internet Access provides the same performance and quality of
connectivity that network telecom service providers use. It can
accommodate bandwidth-intensive applications and communication
tools, so you won’t have to worry about video or voice calls breaking
up, or losing valuable productivity hours because of slow bandwidth.

BUSINESS BENEFITS

Downtime is no longer an issue, either. Thanks to our subscription to
multiple submarine cable systems, we can guarantee up to 99.9%
availability on our Internet backbone.
You can choose bandwidth of either 2 MB or 4 MB, based on the
demands of your applications and needs of your users.

Back up and restore data with IS Cloud
Backup
You may be surprised by how much data even small businesses
generate every day. It’s so important to back up the information that
lives in emails, documents and other files, as you never know when
you’ll need it.
It’s also vital to be able to recover days or even months of work in
the event of a disaster. Business Basics supports your data storage
and business continuity with IS Cloud Backup, which allows you to
run backups automatically and restore critical information quickly, so
business can continue as normal.
IS Cloud Backup has a number of tools for improving the backup
process. These help you to free up disk space, decrease bandwidth
use, and run faster, more efficient backups

Other services you can add
You can add any of these extra services to the bundle, at any time,
as your business grows. These services are designed to suit the
needs – and budgets – of small and medium-sized business:
Security : Protect your network with our firewall solutions
Virtual Machines : Use our infrastructure to host your
servers as virtual machines
Smart Hands : Our engineers will help you configure your
device to IS WAN, either remotely or on site (currently
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BUILD YOUR OWN TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
PACKAGE
Choose the services you need, now and tomorrow

Standard bundle and optional services

Standard bundle

Business Basics is structured to give you two critical business IT
solutions – Internet access and data backup – with the option of
adding additional services as you need to:

Internet Access

Standard
Bundle

Optional
ad-ons

Services

What you get!

Internet
Access

2 MB or 4 MB
Bandwidth

Cloud Back
up

2 GB or 5 GB
Storage

Security

Outsourced
Firewall or
FortiWiFi

Virtual
Machine
Smart Hands
(Lagos only)

Connect to the Internet using the IS network
99.9% availability, guaranteed on backbone
Choice of connectivity speed: 2MB or 4MB
Cloud Backup
Choose 2GB or 5GB of cloud storage
Back up to a remote server, inside your local area network,
or to a mirror service hosted by IS
Schedule backups to run automatically
Store data securely, in the cloud
Restore quickly to any previously backed-up state
Choose the WebAccess option to allow remote users to log
on and access files from anywhere

Virtual Machines

With this service, virtual machines are hosted in our purpo
data centres. Our engineers maintain a high-performance
platform which, coupled with the latest virtualisation techn
allows you to enjoy the benefits of a secure and scalable
environment.

The IS environment has network perimeter security, and a
the data centre itself is restricted.
Smart Hands

If you don’t have resources to configure network and conn
devices such as routers and switches, use ours. With the
Hands service, our experienced engineers will set up the d
need to connect your business to the Internet.

Optional services
Managed Security
Get secure, stable releases of security operating systems to protect
systems and files. With IS Managed Security, you can choose either
our Outsourced Firewall or FortiWiFi solution to protect your network
against threats like data breaches and theft, financial lost,
reputational damage and even criminal liability.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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DESIGNED FOR YOUR BUSINESS AND YOUR
BUDGET
Trust your technology to a reliable partner
Simplify your technology operations by dealing with just one
technology partner for connectivity, business continuity, security and
hosting.
Internet Solutions has partnered with businesses in Africa for over
20 years, and all our services are configured and managed by
industry experts. We have the experience to help you choose
technology solutions that will support your business, and the skills to
make sure our services deliver the performance you expect.
Because the solution is designed to be tailored to your business
requirements, you don’t have to sign up – or pay for – services you
don’t need. You can opt for the standard bundle, the entire suite of
services, or anything in between.
You can also adjust your contract if you need to add or upgrade
services as your business grows.

OTHER FEATURES
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INTERNETIX

WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY PROMISE
INTERNET ACCESS AS UBIQUITOUS AS
THE AIR WE BREATHE
Sean Nourse
Chief Solutions Officer

CLOUD

FOUR TIPS FOR CLOUD USAGE IN YOUR
ENTERPRISE

Cloud Managed Backups
CLOUD SERVICES

Graeme O'driscoll
Head: Software Engineering

CHAT TO US

MORE FROM CONNECTIVITY
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